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-Introduction-

I wrote this book over the period of more than two years ultimately to try and
answer a question for myself. At least, that was the original purpose; essentially a
research project to answer a question for myself. The question is straightforward.
What is going on in our world? This question begs other questions like; who really
runs the show? How do they do it? From where do they claim their legitimacy to
run the world?
Over time, it occurred to me that negative events like the global depression of
2008, the September 11th attacks, the great depression of the 1930’s, World War I
and World War II were all the results of human policies and not uncontrollable
factors like natural disasters. One has to wonder; are such destructive policies
created merely through lack of foresight, or is there a more purposeful agenda
behind them? Who benefits?
At one point in my life, I used to say things like; those people in Washington are
so stupid, I can’t believe they would do “X”, “Y”, or “Z”. But now I understand that
just because “X”, “Y”, or “Z” may not benefit me or anyone I know, those policies
are made in a purposeful manner and do in fact benefit someone.
But who is this “someone”? Who could be powerful enough to influence almost
any elected official on any level to control policy; no matter how destructive the
policy may be? Additionally, is this situation really unique, or has there always
been a “someone” behind the scenes in control of policy throughout history? Was
this “someone” always behind the scenes, or at some point, were they out in the
open? If so, what caused them to operate from secrecy?
My initial question, though seemingly straightforward, spun out of control and
became, for me, a monumental research project. What became even more
frustrating was attempting to communicate this project to anyone in
conversation. How can you span 6,000 years of human history within the window
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of a normal conversation… or even a long conversation? Because so many ideas I
assert in this book are utterly opposite or different than the “sanitized” version of
history we have come to understand today, explaining them via conversation
alone is a tall order.
At the same time, I did not want to produce a monstrously voluminous book. My
intention has been to create a relatively quick and easy read and to allow the
reader to conduct further research, if interested, on their own. At least, my
intention is, to provide an introduction to an understanding that will cause your
perception and understanding of the events occurring in the world around you to
become crystal clear.
While building this book, I sought to take ancient texts at face value rather than
trying to obfuscate their original meanings by constructing fanciful
rationalizations to try to “sanitize” them to my limited historical understanding. In
doing this, I became amazed at the events these sources exposed throughout
history. At the end of this book, there is a list of suggested reading and source
material, should the reader decide to further investigate the argument I present
here.
Please keep an open mind to this understanding and enjoy the journey you are
about to begin!
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-1The Book of Enoch references that the devil was one of God’s ten most powerful
angels; and each of the ten had an order below themselves. On the second day of
creation, well before the creation of man, but before green things were growing
on the Earth, the devil and his order had an impossible thought…to turn away
from God; that Satanael might place his throne in heaven and become equal in
power with God. Yet, The Lord God cast Satanael and his order from heaven and
Satanael was flying around in the “great deep”…space…until he learned that God
created man and intended the creation of the Earth for the man to rule over. But
the fugitive Satanael descended upon the Earth and tempted man to disobey
God. And man ate from the forbidden tree. And God knew that man would do
this, as stated in Enoch, God wanted to know if his creation would love him but
God (already knowing mans’ nature) determined to curse the evil works of man
rather than cursing his creation (man) because even though God does not excuse
ignorance, he loves his children and seeks to save us (his children) from the curse
(sin) and the vengeful fugitive who inhabited our world (Satanael); but we must
prove we love our creator not through our works (which resulted in disobeying
God and have been cursed as sin and are therefore unworthy to please God) but
through the desires of our hearts and the acceptance of the elect one’s (Jesus)
offer of salvation. These things were prophesized by Enoch who was taken to
heaven to be with God prior to the great flood.
Enoch then wrote down his vast knowledge, which is cited in the other books of
the Bible (especially Jude). Early Christians considered the Book of Enoch to be
sacred scripture but later church fathers and rabbis deemed it heresy because of
its historical account of the rebellion of the “watchers”; the fact that it stated any
of God’s creation (especially angels) could rebel against the creator was heresy
they said, and even though the Book of Enoch was widely read up through
Victorian times, it regretfully fell out of favor and is not read on a large scale
“accepted” basis by the church in modern times.
The most common translated copies of the Book of Enoch were the Ethiopian
versions of the book, as the Ethiopian Church still considers it to be sacred canon.
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However, the book was found in its entirety along with other apocryphal (secret)
texts when the Dead Sea Scrolls were discovered in modern times; possibly even
more testament to its authenticity as the Prophet Daniel was instructed to keep
certain words “closed up” until the time of the end. Scholars at present date the
Dead Sea Scroll version of The Book of Enoch to have been written at around
300BC- but I venture to propose that the original must be centuries older- in fact
it must predate the great deluge as Enoch was taken to heaven before the great
flood occurred. We must take stock in this notion that the original Book of Enoch
predates the great flood, just as we examine this fantastical version of human and
non-human history, we shall take the other ancient texts at their face value as
well. We shall give them credence; that they in fact were written in the time
periods in which they claim, and that the sequence of events they describe and
times in which the events of their descriptions occurred are literal and detailed as
accurately as possible by their authors. You shall see that the literal interpretation
of the ancient texts leads to an entirely different interpretation of history and
results in an individual world view which strikingly contrasts with the world view
we are taught to accept throughout the duration of our lives.
Enoch’s writings tell us that before the flood, as man increased in number upon
the Earth, that angels (known as “the watchers”) chose to leave their estate in
heaven and to descend upon the Earth so as to take wives from among the
daughters of mortal men. These women whom were taken by the watchers gave
birth to giants and “great men” – or as the ancients might have stated- demiGods. This occurred until the Earth was so wrought with bloodshed that mans’ cry
for help reached The Lord God, who upon seeing all of the evil on the Earth
determined to destroy all creation upon the Earth except for the righteous
descendent of Enoch. We know of this descendent as Noah.
The Bible corroborates the same story in Genesis chapter six- citing this evil as
being attributed to the “Nephilim”- or also known as “the fallen ones”- who were
on the Earth in those times and also afterward- implying that they (the fallen
ones) are on this Earth to this present day.
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This brings me to the great point of understanding I have realized after much
reading and evidence. The rulers of the Earth even today are those descendants
and loyal mortal minions of the Nephilim, who in turn serve their fugitive princeSatanael- whether they are aware of it or not (and the highest of the elite are very
aware of it). They serve Satanael to this day. You see, there occurred Satanael’s
rebellion against God (which predates the creation of man)- in which he was
banished into space but later descended upon the Earth. Following the creation of
man- when men began to become numerous upon the Earth, there was a second
rebellion against God- when as both the Bible and Enoch tell us, the sons of God
left their appointed estate and took for themselves wives from among the
daughters of men. At this point, these “watchers”- the first “God” rulers of the
land of Schumer (Sumer) united in loyalty and support behind their more
powerful fugitive prince, Satanael, whom they decided to join when they chose to
leave their appointed estate and to disobey God.
Dating back to perhaps 4000BC, the Sumerian Epoch of Creation narrates the
story of the fallen ones (those who Enoch calls “the watchers”) ever since they
arrived upon the Earth. Referencing translations from Zechariah Sitchin’s book
“The Twelfth Planet”, there were no documented advanced civilizations on Earth
after the great flood until the abrupt rise of the people we call the “Sumerians”,
who resided in the land of “Schumer”- which we call today “Sumer”. The phrase
“the land of Schumer” translated from the Sumerian Cuneiform language would
be reconstructed as “the land of the watchers”. This is between the Tigris and
Euphrates rivers in modern day southern Iraq. Sumerian writings and cylinder
seals tell us they had a very advanced civilization even in 4000BC- likely as
advanced or even more advanced than civilizations dating to the early or mid
1800’s AD. The Sumerians performed surgeries (even on the brain), utilized
petroleum for roads and energy, had a rich language and culture, and constructed
great engineering works, as well as had modern knowledge of the arrangement of
the solar system- which modern scientists did not understand fully until the early
1900’s AD (the example being the Sumerians were aware of and were even able
to describe the locations and colors of Neptune, Uranus, and Pluto).
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The Sumerians accurately understood the planets’ orbit around the Sun , the fact
that there is an asteroid belt between Mars and Jupiter, and they described each
member of our solar system all the way to and including Pluto accurately all
without the aid of telescopes. So how did this civilization with such advanced
knowledge rise so abruptly from out of no where? Enoch and the Sumerians
themselves gave us the answer. Zechariah Sitchin describes the answer to this
question very well in his book “The Twelfth Planet” as he translates the Sumerian
creation epoch (which we will examine in more detail later on). First, let us
examine a possible scenario of how the people of Sumer and their rulers came to
inhabit their land- as this has everything to do with why “the Watchers” chose to
descend upon them rather than anywhere else on the Earth to establish their
kingship over them.
To accurately understand how the pre-flood Sumerians (the original Sumerians)
came to inhabit the land of Schumer, we must understand a series of events
which occurred from the creation of man. It is at this point we must reference in
our historical foray into the distant past the “mythical” Island of Atlantis, and
compare its characteristics with those of the garden or Eden (or Sumerian E.DEN)
referenced in the Biblical Book of Genesis and within the Sumerian epoch of
creation (the material gathered for this analyses from the researcher Joseph
Robert Jochmans). Jochmans asserts in his writings on the subject that the
elusive Garden of Eden was not originally in the middle east- as almost none of
the geography described in the Book of Genesis matches the geography of that
region (Mesopotamia) today. The exceptions being the Euphrates River and some
references to what the Hebrews knew as the land of Cush (Ethiopia), and Assyria.
However, there are many similarities to the land where the Garden of Eden is
located and to the Island of Atlantis, as Plato describes it.
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Figure A: The Island of Atlantis as described by Plato

Plato, drawing on information compiled by the Babylonian historian Berossus in
the third century BC, tells us that Atlantis was a large island occupying what is
now the portion of the Atlantic Ocean directly west of the Straits of Gibraltar. The
island had high mountains in the north, low mountains to the south, and in the
center, a fertile plain watered by many rivers; and later canals built by the
Atlanteans themselves. The Bible tells us that the Lord God planted the Garden of
Eden in the east of Eden (or in our conjecture, in the east of the Island of Atlantis)
and that it was watered by a river. This river (from the description in the Bible)
flowed through the garden from east to west, and therefore parted into four
headwaters to the east of the Garden, which were the Pison (which encompassed
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the whole of the land of Havilah- where there is gold…). The name of the second
river is the Gihon (which encompassed the whole of the land of Ethiopia), the
third was the Hiddekel (that is it that goeth toward the east of Assyria), and the
fourth was the Euphrates. Jochmans theorizes that the Pison and Gihon rivers had
their sources in the south of Eden (Atlantis), while the Hiddekel and Euphrates
Rivers had their sources in the north of the island. Jochmans draws for us a logical
picture of how these four rivers (though not matching the geography of the
Middle East), may indeed fit quite well within Plato’s Atlantis. But how could this
be so? We remember that prior to the flood, the geography of the Earth was
quite different than afterwards. For one, the Island of Atlantis was completely
destroyed- perhaps explaining why no one has ever been able to find the location
of the Garden of Eden ever since? Therefore, Jochmans suggests that the River
Euphrates, and names Cush, and Assyria are simply place names that were
originally found on the Island of Atlantis, and were later on given to the areas we
know them to be located today by later settlers who were nostalgic of their
homeland…much how the name New York originated in York, England, or how
Portland, Oregon originated from Portland, Maine. So too did the name Euphrates
given to the river which runs through today’s Iraq- it was originally the name of
one of the principal rivers that watered the Island of Atlantis. But if any of this is
to be considered even for a moment as being true, then who were these settlers
originally from Atlantis that would have traveled so far to the east? The Bible tells
us quite clearly that after Adam and Eve ate from the tree of the knowledge of
good and evil, the Lord God banished them to a land east of the garden and
sealed the way back to the garden with a Cherubim wielding a flaming sword, so
that they could not eat of the tree of life as well and become immortal. This being
done, Adam began his family elsewhere on the island, when Eve gave birth first to
Cain, and then to Abel. After Cain killed Abel, we know the Lord God banished
Cain from the presence of his family- and Cain wandered much farther East
through the land of Nod (which means the land of wandering). And so Adam and
his line through his son Seth remained on the Island of Atlantis, but it was Cain
and his line that first came to “The Land of Schumer” (modern day Southern Iraq)
and established the city of Enoch (Eridu)- with , of course, some help.
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This is where “the fallen ones” first enter the picture, that is, those watchers that
descended from heaven to take wives for themselves from among the daughters
of man. They ruled as Gods over Cain’s line in Schumer, and in time, over the
Atlanteans themselves. Schumer was a logical place to first enter the world, for
here dwelt a people exiled from the presence of God. Plato tells us that the
civilization of Atlantis began as the enlightened inheritance from the Gods, but
over time they became materialistic and greedy- eventually seeking to expand the
dominion of their empire over much of what is now North America and eastward
over what was pre-flood Athens. So it isn’t inconceivable that the reason the
Sumerian king lists claim their rulers to be the same ten kings that Plato tells us
were the first ten rulers of Atlantis, and the Bible tells us were the generations
from Adam to Noah, is that the Kings of Atlantis came to dominate and rule over
the people of the land of Sumer, settled by those who were descended from the
line of Cain. We know that the Bible tells us, just before the flood, the world was a
wicked place in the sight of the Lord God. The Sumerians’ own flood stories tell us
the same thing, and so, just before the flood, the fallen ones were Gods not only
over Sumer (where Enki established Eridu), but over Atlantis as well. In effect, just
before the great flood, Satanael had achieved his idealistic one world government
over all the Earth- and so the Lord God stepped in to destroy it. After the flood,
God’s appointed line (the ancestor of David and later Jesus) through Noah’s son
Shem come to cohabitate the region we now call the Middle East alongside the
descendants of Noah’s son Ham. It is through the line of Ham that the fallen ones
rebuild Sumer after the deluge, and from this point (being that Atlantis is
destroyed), Sumer (and its later incarnation Babylon) will serve as the capital
district of the fallen ones upon the Earth.
To further corroborate my position that Eden was in fact Atlantis- and that the
pre-flood Sumerians do claim hereditary relation to it, we will examine material
beyond the Bible. When we look at the ancient Sumerian king lists themselves
and compare them to the Bible’s generations from Adam to Noah, and also the
Babylonian King list and Plato’s recounting of the Kings of Atlantis, we realize that
the Greeks, Hebrews, Sumerians, and Babylonians are all drawing on the same
collective memory- they are referencing the same people and the same collective
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history, therefore lending much credence to the fact that Atlantis (and therefore
Eden) did exist! As proof, please find a cross cultural comparison listed on the
table below:

Figure B: Cross cultural table referencing widespread agreement on the first ten kings of Atlantis.

And now having understanding of where the Sumerians obtained their advanced
knowledge and high civilization (from their ancestors before the flood), we can
begin to address this knowledge directly to show how the fallen ones have
continued to influence history ever since.
The Sumerian epoch of creation accurately describes the structure of our solar
system and at the same time, since it was devised by Satanael and the Watchers
(the fallen ones) to be taught to the people of Sumer, purposely attributes the
structure of the solar system at least in part to their own intervention- rather than
acknowledging that the solar system was created entirely by the Lord God. In fact,
the Lord God is removed from the story right at the beginning, where he is cast as
“Apsu”, the helpless and aloof father of Anu (Satanael). And so right from the
start, Satanael and the fallen ones hand down their “creation lie” to the people of
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Sumer. As is their (the fallen ones’) theme throughout history, some full truths are
mixed with an abundance of lies, partial truths, and plenty of deceptions. The
story is described below.
The chief Sumerian deity, which they call Anu (we will call him Satanael- as he is
so referred to by Enoch), castes a spell to put his father (whom the Sumerians call
Apsu) to sleep. However, chaos ensues and the Goddess Tiamat vies for
supremacy above the Gods. Tiamat creates ten lesser Gods for her own
protection and to assist her in waging her war for supremacy. The chief among
the ten lesser Gods created by Tiamat is called Kingu (this will come into play later
on). Anu (Satanael) and the other Gods under his command (of which there are
twelve including Anu and Marduk- who will soon enter the stage) fear the
supremacy of Tiamat, but no other God will dare to face her in battle. The God
Enki (also called Ea), the son of Anu, steps forth and invites his son (a powerful
young God called Marduk) to wage war against Tiamat- which Marduk so does
and he is victorious. Tiamat is cut in half and her chief protector, Kingu, is caused
to be bound to her body on orders of the victorious Marduk. One portion of
Tiamat is fragmented and becomes the asteroid belt which lies between Mars and
Jupiter. The other portion is formed into the planet Earth and finds its new orbit
between Venus and Mars. The former protector of Tiamat (Kingu) is bound to the
Earth forever and becomes its moon. In exchange for saving the other Gods,
Marduk mandates that he will now be chief among the deities (though not above
the power of Anu), and the other Gods submit to this decree.
This story- as I will show in the diagrams below translates to the Sumerian
explanation of how the solar system was formed and what it looks like. Each of
the twelve celestial bodies is assigned the attributes of a deity- and each is
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worshipped as such. Gods have a celestial and physical aspect.

Figure #1: Notice prior to the entry of Marduk and the destruction of Tiamat, there are 11 visible planets
(deities) within the Sumerian model.
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Figure #2: Marduk enters the solar system and strikes Tiamat. Notice that Marduk is locked into in a clockwise
elliptical orbit around the sun and a distant “dark star”, whereas the other planets orbit the Sun in a counterclockwise direction.
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Figure #3: The Sumerian map of our solar system whereas the creation of Earth resulted from the remains of
Tiamat being jolted into Earth’s present orbit between Mars and Venus. The other remains of Tiamat became
the asteroid belt occupying the space between Mars and Jupiter.

The Sumerian epoch goes on- Anu commands his son Enki (Ea) to descend to
Earth and build a city. Ea does as he is commanded and builds the first Sumerian
city called Eridu in the east. When this is established and when other cities have
been built up (Ur, Larsa, Uruk, Lagesh), Anu’s other son Enlil descends and takes
command because he is Anu’s legitimate first born son. These cities make up the
land which is called in the Sumerian texts- the Land of Schumer, which translates
to “The Land of the Watchers!”…just as Enoch spoke of.
Do you see what has happened? The Sumerian texts (especially as they are later
rewritten into more contemporary Babylonian times) tell us that Marduk
eventually eclipses Ea and Enlil as the chief deity of Sumer. Marduk, invited by Eagiven power over the Earth by the fugitive Satanael (Anu), becomes the chief
deity worshipped by the kings of Babylon- from whom all Babylonian kings derive
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their authority- first from Anu and then from Marduk, as Anu gives his power to
Marduk.
And alas, the fallen ones and fugitive order of Satanael who may inhabit other
worlds in “the deep” (space) also become present on the Earth and knowing their
judgment draws closer- seek to rebel against God. And man, inhabiting this planet
on which the fallen ones have established their presence- is deceived to turn
against his creator and to serve the fallen ones, who in turn serve themselves and
Satanael.
And so we see that the Sumerian epoch of creation is the fallen ones’ version of
the truth. The fallen ones (or Watchers) claim to have created man, and they
claim to be Gods themselves- they introduce their twelve highest leaders as Godswhich man must worship- thereby deceiving and blinding man as to the truth of
his real creator who is the most high God.
The watchers teach man all types of evil and impart upon the people in the land
of Sumer all types of knowledge such as the true nature of the solar system and
other things- so we see an advanced civilization rise in the land of Sumer
essentially overnight- because of the interaction of the fallen ones- including the
introduction of divine time (the 3600 year Sar), which equates to Sumerian and
later Hebrew calendar Jubilees- and then the zodiacs thereby establishing a
bridge between divine time and our own. The effects of the fallen ones are still
relevant today- and the other ancient and near east civilizations adopted their evil
religions and pantheon of Gods in various- but unwavering incarnations over
time.
From Sumer, the lies of the fallen ones spread to influence the Aryans, Amorites,
Jebusites, Canaanites, Egyptians, Hittites, Assyrians, Persians, and finally Greeks
and Romans. Consider the myth that all or most of western civilization’s culture
originated with the Greeks during the classical age. But from where did the
Greeks get their knowledge, myths, and deities? It is no accident that the Greek
pantheon of twelve Gods mirrors the twelve chief Gods of the Sumeriansbecause they are the same Gods! They simply have different names. Zeus is Anu
who is Satan. Satan is chief of this world for now- and so his house- that of “the
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watchers”, has deceived the people of Earth from his arrival on the planet to the
current day. He and his order- those currently in power over the nations- advance
the lie of his supremacy in an attempt to fight against God until his inevitable
judgment occurs.
Consider the worship of Baal, Molech, or El in the old testament of the Bible
which included the sacrifice of the children of the Canaanites to the “bull” God
Molech. Baal was also represented as a bull. But the first to be associated with
the bull was Enlil- the 2nd most chief deity of the Sumerians. So what the Lord God
told the children of Israel was an abomination (worship of Baal, Ishtar, and the
other false Gods) was in reality an admonition against a doctrine supplied to the
people of Sumer by the fallen ones and their “God” Satanael.

Figure #4: The spread of the worship of the Nephilim’s Gods from Sumer over time.
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The Bible also sites several times the evils of the shrines set up around Israel
dedicated to the worship of Ishtar. Ishtar- one of the primary deities of Sumer (a
fallen one herself) has an interesting evolution over time.

Figure #5: The evolution of Inanna / Ishtar over time.

So there are two distinct possibilities to consider. We see there is a clear
relationship between the pantheons of twelve major Gods worshipped by the
civilizations of the near east and classical Greece and Rome. Either all of these
ancient peoples throughout history were crazy… or there was some group of
forces that had such a profound influence on those ancient peoples that they
worshipped them as Gods.
After my own research and considerations, I have come to believe that the later
choice proves true- the order of Satanael (the fallen ones and their Nephilim
descendants) carved an evil religion across the ancient world deceiving people
into worshipping them as Gods- and thereby purposely attempting to write the
true God and his teachings out of consciousness.
The worst part is- the agenda of the fallen ones continues to this day as we will
examine- Babylon will be rebuilt again in their (the fallen ones’) image so that
they might reign there again as Gods.
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Figure #6: Evolution of the worship of the fallen ones over time.

Eventually the Empire of Babylonia was conquered and absorbed into Persia. Let
us recall that for a time Persia served the will of the most high God as it was Cyrus
that presided over the rebuilding of the temple in Jerusalem. But what of the
overt subjugation of the masses by the fallen ones that existed before the flood
and after throughout Sumer and Babylon?
My theory here is for a variety of reasons that we will examine, the ability of the
fallen ones to project themselves as Gods to the masses waned- and so the fallen
ones and Satan decided to govern from behind the scenes. They moved from
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direct overt control over the masses to hidden direct control over the leaders and
elite of the most powerful nations who governed the masses. And in so doing,
over the course of history, they amassed great wealth- and the product will in
their vision result in what they had at the beginning- a one world government
with a one world religion completely loyal to Anu (Satanael).
And in our modern times the infiltrators loyal to the house of Satan are calling the
shots- centered on the global banking elite who install their minions into the lead
offices of governments of the nations and who in turn own the media and fund
many of the largest global corporations. All of these agents have no loyalty to any
nation but simply act upon the orders of their leaders, who at the very top are
given their authority by their fallen masters. For physical proof, one only needs to
scour the internet for images and video of the Bohemian Grove, where the elite of
the world gather to pay tribute to the fallen angel Ishtar every July- performing
many rituals- all routed in history to glorify the deeds and rites prescribed by the
fallen ones.
Consider in our modern nation what aspects are influenced by the media and
government- controlled at the very top by the fallen ones! Cultural perceptions,
definitions of what is “right” and what is “wrong”, the structure of the family,
impeding the worship of the one true God, dilution of the education system, and
the destruction of the economy. This list goes on and on endlessly. None of it is
simply chance.
Some leaders warned us of this conspiracy- Thomas Jefferson, Dwight
Eisenhower, John F. Kennedy, and Andrew Jackson to name only a few. This
“conspiracy” exists.
The central bank is an institution of the most deadly hostility existing against
the Principles and form of our Constitution. I am an Enemy to all banks
discounting bills or notes for anything but Coin. If the American People allow
private banks to control the issuance of their currency, first by inflation and
then by deflation, the banks and corporations that will grow up around them will
deprive the People of all their Property until their Children will wake up
homeless on the continent their Fathers conquered. Thomas Jefferson
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If Congress has the right to issue paper money, it was given to them to be used by...[the government]
and not to be delegated to individuals or corporations" — President Andrew Jackson, Vetoed Bank Bill of
1836
"Gentlemen, I have had men watching you for a long time and I am convinced that you have used the
funds of the bank to speculate in the breadstuffs of the country. When you won, you divided the profits
amongst you, and when you lost, you charged it to the bank. You tell me that if I take the deposits from
the bank and annul its charter, I shall ruin ten thousand families. That may be true, gentlemen, but that
is your sin! Should I let you go on, you will ruin fifty thousand families, and that would be my sin! “
President Andrew Jackson
You are a den of vipers and thieves. I intend to rout you out, and by the Eternal God, I will rout you out...
If people only understood the rank injustice of the money and banking system, there would be a
revolution by morning." President Andrew Jackson

"A great industrial nation is controlled by it's system of credit. Our system of credit is concentrated in
the hands of a few men. We have come to be one of the worst ruled, one of the most completely
controlled and dominated governments in the world--no longer a government of free opinion, no longer
a government by conviction and vote of the majority, but a government by the opinion and duress of
small groups of dominant men." — President Woodrow Wilson

"Ladies and gentlemen,
the very word secrecy is repugnant, in a free and open society, and we are as a people, inherently and
historically, opposed to secret societies, to secret oaths and secret proceedings.
We decided long ago that the dangers of excessive and unwarranted concealment of pertinent facts far
outweigh the dangers which are cited to justify it.
Even today there is little value in opposing the threat of a closed society by imitating it's arbitrary
restrictions.
Even today there is little value in ensuring the survival of our nation, if our traditions do not survive with
it.
And there is very grave danger that an announced need for increased security will be seized upon by
those anxious who wish to expand it's meaning to the very limits of official censorship and concealment.
That I do not intend to permit, to the extent that it is in my control.
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And no official of my administration whether his rank as high or low, civilian or military, should interpret
my words here tonight, as an excuse to censor the news, to stifle dissent, to cover up our mistakes, or to
withhold from the press and the public the facts they deserve to know.
For we are opposed, around the world, by a monolithic and ruthless conspiracy, that relies primarily on
covet means for expanding it's fear of influence,
on infiltration instead of invasion,
on subversion instead of elections,
on intimidation, instead of free choice,
on guerrillas by night, instead of armies by day,
It is a system which has conscripted, vast material and human resources into the building of a tightly
knit, highly efficient machine that combines military, diplomatic, intelligence, economic, scientific, and
political operations.
Its preparations are concealed, not published.
It's mistakes are buried, not headlined.
Its dissenters silenced, not praised.
No expenditure is questioned. No rumor is printed. No secret is revealed.
President John F. Kennedy

The destruction of our Judeo-Christian based nation is willful and deliberate. The
elites caused a depression. Next they will start a war, and afterward, they will
finish the destruction of what John of Patmos in the Revelation calls “mystery
Babylon”, then from its ashes they shall build what Daniel speaks of when he
refers to the statue that represents the final Empire which is made of all different
types of elements-the global empire that is loyal to Satan.
The groundwork is already in place- consider the recent wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan- now spread into Pakistan and Libya, and soon to be spread into Iranall in some way based on or justified by the actions of the “terrorists” that
perpetrated the September 11th attacks which were in reality allowed to occur by
the elite in order for them to carry out their evil agenda.
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And what of the future? The fallen ones have yet more cards to play- having
something to do with the twelfth planet they call Marduk or Nibiru.

Figure #7: The origin of real governing power.

Zechariah Sitchin seems to believe that the fallen ones are from Nibiru and that
Anu dwells there, but I would approach this in a different manner since even in
their own flood story- as relayed to us by Gilgamesh, the fallen ones themselves
were powerless to stop the flood caused by the seventh passing of Nibiru- and
even though Nibiru was in close proximity- they did not return there but instead
suffered in their “spaceships” above the Earth. These “Gods” may dwell
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somewhere in the abyss that is space- but whether or not they dwell on a planet
called Nibiru or Marduk- we cannot say for sure.
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-2-

In his book “The Sumerians”, Dr. Leonard Woolley recounts and displays,
beginning on page twenty-one, the king lists of the Sumerians- the dynasties that
ruled Sumer from the beginning- before the flood, until the “modern” monarchs
such as Hammurabi (1940 BC) reigned over the land. The table is separated into
two distinct parts- the first being kings that reigned before the great flood, and
the second being post- deluge monarchs.
Zechariah Sitchin claims that the orbit of Nibiru passes closest to the Earth every
3,600 years and causes a deluge or other severe climactic effects on the Earth on
each seventh passing- or every 25,200 years. This, he states, the Sumerians
recount in their own texts. Interestingly, the unit of measure of each pre-flood
King’s reign is in a unit the Sumerians call a “sar.” One sar is equal to the
equivalent of 3,600 years. Even the distinguished Dr. Woolley states that there
appears to be some correlation of astronomical measurement between the
fantastic length of reigns of the first eight kings of Sumer (measured in sars) and
the amount of years they reigned. The first eight kings of Sumer reigned for a
total of 241,200 years before the flood.
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Figure #8: Reigns of the pre-flood Kings of Sumer.

Dr. Woolley also states that the Kings of Sumer were deified- they were regarded
as Gods during their lifetimes.
Zechariah Sitchin seems to think that one sar measures the length of time it takes
for Nibiru to complete one full orbit around its star and our own sun (thus
advancing the idea that we live in a solar system containing two major stars- just
as most other discovered solar systems contain two major stars). Sitchin then
goes on to make the case that the fallen ones and therefore, the Kings of Sumer,
are from the planet Nibiru- which is why they would regard one of their years
(3,600 of our years) as the primary unit of measure of their reign. For if the length
of their reigns is measured in their own “years” (sars)- then their reigns were
merely a brief stint in their overall lifetimes- the longest being ten of their own
years.
Though an impressive case can be made for the fact that those kings are members
of the order of Satanael or members of the watchers mentioned in The Book of
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Enoch- pinpointing whether or not they originated on Nibiru or elsewhere can be
difficult.
We know that Satanael and his fugitive order certainly did not reign and travel
back and forth regularly from Nibiru to the Earth because we are told in The Book
of Enoch that on the second day of the creation of man- Satanael and his order
were already banished to “the deep”…or space- and when Satanael finally does
descend to the Earth to tempt man- he stays! We know this because we are told
in The Book of Job that Satan is traveling “up and down- going to and fro on the
Earth.” Further, in the Revelation of Jesus, we are told that the throne of Satan is
in Pergamum- which is a very real and physical location in Asia Minor- located
here on the Earth. Additionally, Jesus recalls how the Devil- that old serpent- was
cast down to the Earth from Heaven- and it is Satan who attempts to tempt Jesus
in the wilderness prior to his crucifixion by giving to him all of the kingdoms of the
Earth, thereby implying that “all of the kingdoms of the Earth” are Satan’s to give
to whomever he pleases. So we know that Satan himself resides here on the Earth
because from the Book of Enoch and the Bible, we are out rightly so told. Some of
Satan’s order may reside “in the deep” or in space or on various worlds in space,
but this we do not know- for since their leader Satan is here on the Earth- than it
would seem that Satan’s order would be here on the Earth as well.
But what of the Watchers mentioned in the Book of Enoch and the Nephilim
spoken of in Genesis- those to whom we have already attributed the divine
rulership of the land of Sumer? What of their origins?
Clearly the watchers joined the order of Satan at a later time than Satan and his
order rebelled against God- for we know Satan was already on the Earth to tempt
Adam and Eve- but the watchers descended onto the Earth as men became more
numerous in number on the Earth and then they (the watchers) took wives for
themselves from among the daughters of men. It was the watchers who
established the kingdom of Schumer (the land of the watchers) and as Enoch
states- left their estate in heaven- they had forsaken it- and they joined the order
of Satanael. This we know because since Satan’s kingdom is on the Earth and even
he offered Christ the kingdoms upon it (the Earth)- Satan then permitted the
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watchers to establish themselves in Schumer and to teach man all manners of
evil- to worship Satan and the principal leaders of his order (now including the
watchers) as Gods.
And since the watchers define their reigns in sars (intervals of 3,600 earth years),
does this mean they are the ones who originated from Nibiru, but whom, as we
are told in the Book of Enoch, left their estate in heaven to then remain loyal to
Satan on the Earth? Even they (the watchers) define themselves in the Sumerian
texts as “the Anunaki” or, those who from heaven to Earth came.
The question then remains- is Nibiru heaven- where God himself reigns over the
cosmos? Or is it simply another world created by God within the great deep
(space) where a rebellious group of his creations (the watchers- Anunaki) decided
to abandon and descend to the Earth and then serve the Prince of the EarthSatan? Or is Nibiru a world originally inhabited by members of the order of Satan
after they were cast out of heaven? Or, is Nibiru simply a planet that adversely
affects the Earth that these “divine” beings were aware of- but at no time
inhabited? We know they (the watchers) claim to have descended from heavenbut do they ever claim to descend from Nibiru? Even the Sumerian chief God “An”
is associated with the planet Uranus- not Nibiru. Additionally, in the Sumerian
legends- when certain heroes ascend to the abode of An- the legends never
specifically state that they ascend to Nibiru. Furthermore, Zechariah Sitchin, and
not the Sumerians, is the one who claims that one sar (3,600 years) is equal to
one full orbit of Nibiru. So one sar being equal to one orbit of Nibiru, though
plausible, is never stated by the Sumerians within their own texts. We only know
that for some reason, these “divine” rulers of Sumer measured one “year” in their
reign as the equivalent of 3,600 of our “Earth years.”
The watchers may have originated from Nibiru, but they never make this claim
specifically. They do claim, however, as we know of Satan and his order, that
originally they did reside in heaven- the same place that God dwells.
Enoch states that the watchers left their estate in heaven to descend to the Earth.
The question remains- is heaven referring specifically to the world in which God
also dwells or some other planet in God’s universe, like Nibiru?
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A case for this is, as pointed out by Sitchin, that the Anunaki refer to Earth as the
seventh planet. Earth is the third planet from the Sun- but it is the seventh planet
if you are approaching our solar system from deep space heading toward the Sunlending credence to the idea that the Anunaki did originate from some other
planet like Nibiru.
However, during the great flood on Earth , which Sitchin attributes to the seventh
passing of Nibiru, the Anunaki were just as helpless as Noah- starving in their
spaceships above the Earth- but not returning to their supposed home planet as
ascribed to them by Sitchin, even though Nibiru was in close proximity at the time
the flood occurred. So if they (the watchers) originated from Nibiru, why did they
not return there during the flood? It would seem that the answer is one of three
possibilities.
Either Nibiru is heaven, where God dwells, but because of their (the watchers) evil
deeds, they were banished from there (Nibiru) and were prohibited from
returning there to take shelter during the flood.
Or, Nibiru is simply a world about which the watchers had knowledge, but Nibiru
is neither heaven nor the world from which the watchers originated. Nibiru is
simply a destructive planet about which the watchers possessed knowledge.
Or, Nibiru is not heaven, but is the world in the heavens that God appointed the
Anunaki to dwell (their home world). However, if this is the case, why did the
Anunaki not return there during the flood?
To know the original homeland of Satan and his order and of the creator of the
watchers, we would have to know heaven. Whether or not heaven is Nibiru, we
cannot say, but one could make a case that at least the watchers originated there
(on Nibiru)- but one could also make a convincing case that they did not!
We do know, however, from the Sumerians own texts that they (the Sumerians)
surely knew of Nibiru and they knew of the adverse affects it would have- as it
was their “God” Ea (Enki) who warned “the Sumerian Noah” that the flood would
occur in their own version of the Biblical flood tail. We also know through the
Sumerian texts that the Anunaki (watchers) were powerless to stop the flood
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despite having knowledge that it would occur. What we can say conclusively is
that both Satan and his order and the Anunaki watchers who rebelled against God
joined forces to become one and the same, and they enslaved and deceived the
original people that inhabited the land of Sumer, and consequently the entire
world, thereby intentionally turning God’s creation against him even to this
present day.
Enoch tells us the watchers’ story and even speaks on their behalf before God.
And God proclaims their (the watchers) judgment for the wickedness they
committed in deceiving mankind.
Even after the flood, though the evil deeds of Satanael and the anunaki may have
been interrupted, after the flood, they (the anunaki) “descended” the kingship to
Earth- meaning they ruled from behind the scenes through kings that were mortal
men in order to continue their deception and enslavement of humanity. If this
were not so, why then did the Lord God have to call forth Abram from Ur? God
essentially started all over again after the flood to show us the right way- this is
why Israel is so important in a world filled with corruption- it is the light of Godeven though Israel has been infiltrated and deceived many times even to our
present day by the prince of this world.
Before the flood, we have a direct despotism by Satanael, his order, and the
anunaki over the people of Sumer and the Earth. After the flood, the anunaki of
old are much reduced in number, however, Satanael and his order remained to
continue their deceptions through men. As the Sumerian king table recounts“after the flood, the kingship was lowered from on high.” Satanael and his order,
and the remaining anunaki are united and run the show behind the scenes
through men of their own choosing- as is the case with the leaders in power
today. They (the leaders in power today) have been chosen by Satan and his
rebellious outcasts. From this point forward, we will refer to Satan and his order,
and the watchers as simply “the anunaki” because after the flood, they became
essentially one and the same. Additionally, we know that according to Enoch, the
watchers were bound in chains to await judgment before God at the point when
God brought about the flood- but the text of the Bible in Genesis chapter nine
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tells us that the Nephilim (the Nephilim being defined as the half immortal
children of the watchers and their mortal wives) were on the Earth “in those days
(referring to the days before the flood) and also afterward, alluding to the fact
that the influence of the original watchers never fully disappeared as it was
continued by their children (like Gilgamesh) who either survived the flood by
returning to the Earth after it had subsided or were conceived afterwards.
Certainly the Nephilim did not take refuge in heaven or on Nibiru during the flood,
but perhaps, as asserted by Sitchin, they took refuge aboard their spaceships
above the Earth and returned only when the flood waters receded? The Sumerian
texts also reference major Anunaki figures returning after the flood, so it is
plausible that many of the original watchers and their Nephilim children survived
the devastation of the flood high above the Earth in their ships and returned
afterward to carry on their work alongside their ally Satanael.
Sitchin’s explanation that the anunaki took refuge in space ships during the flood
opens a whole new dimension as to the characteristics of either Satan and his
order and the Nephilim masters of Sumer. We know that throughout the Bible,
angels of God could manifest themselves both in spiritual form (such as did the
angel who appeared before John of Patmos or the angel who spoke to Joseph to
tell him that his wife, Mary, would bear in her virgin womb the Christ) or in
physical form such as the “man” who stayed with Lott in his house before
destroying Saddam and Gomorrah or God, who wrestled with Jacob- thusly
becoming “Israel”- or “he who struggles with God.” And we know that Satanael
himself and his order were also angels- but they were angels that rebelled against
God; so would it not be plausible that they too can manifest both as spirit and in
the flesh?
And so this would seem much the same with the anunaki who dwelt in Sumer- if
being that they too were angels who chose to leave their estate, as is told to us by
Enoch- they (the anunaki, or watchers) would then have the same abilities as the
other angels both who rebelled against and who remained loyal to God. This may
also explain the epoch length of the reigns of the kings of Sumer before the floodwhen the anunaki themselves sat upon the throne.
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But if the anunaki were free to appear both as flesh and spirit- then why did they
give up direct control of the kingship after the flood- and why did they have to
flee the Earth to take refuge from it during the flood? Afterall, would not spirit be
unaffected by a physical deluge?
But as Enoch tells us- the watchers chose to abandon their abode in heaven- so it
is plausible that after this sin, they lost the ability to manifest in the spirit and thus
became beings of the flesh- just like men- but apparently like men with much
longer lifespans measured in sars instead of years, with far more advanced
technology which they were forced to employ to save themselves from the flood.
Just as before the time when Adam and Eve were tempted into sin- they had no
sickness, they knew no torment or suffering or even pain- they existed in
paradise! But after the curse of sin brought them low- they knew pain and toil,
and suffering, and good and evil. So it could have been with the Anunaki- after
their rebellious sin against God- since they chose to abandon heaven- their spirits
were confined to physical bodies- and so from whatever worlds they inhabit or
inhabited, whether or not they included Nibiru, they had to devise and employ
technology to facilitate their transportation around the cosmos (or alternatively,
the second heaven to which they are confined). And now we have a plausible
explanation to explain the phenomenon we call today “aliens, extraterrestrials,
and UFO’s.” We further know that the anunaki (who are now confined to the
physical realm) look like us- except they are taller and quite possibly have six
fingers and toes thanks to Sumerian depictions of them on cylinder seals and
accounts of their long removed remnant descendants (like Goliath of the old
testament in the Bible).
So even while the anunaki were in their full glory – ruling over the deceived
populace of Sumer for thousands of years prior to the flood- they were beings of
flesh and blood who dwelt on the Earth and possibly other worlds concurrentlyjust as man physically dwells on the Earth today in flesh and blood as well. This is
why the numbers of the anunaki themselves were decimated after the flood and
subsequently, the kingship of Sumer was “lowered” to men- and the anunaki
were forced to rule from the shadows- or remotely from whatever other worlds in
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the cosmos they may concurrently inhabit- being leaderless on Earth (as Enoch
tells us their leaders were chained in darkness to be released only to face
judgment) the anunaki had to largely withdraw and regroup after the flood.
Unfortunately, their (the anunaki’s) patron and lord- Satanael and his order- still
remained on the Earth- eagerly continuing their work against God’s creation
(man)- ready to welcome back as family any anunaki remnant that might return.
And this is why the statement by Jesus himself in the book of Matthew has such
credence- that in the end the Lord God shall return and he shall reap his harvesthe shall separate the wheat from the tears.
He (the most high God) shall cast the tears into the fire. To the naked eye, there is
hardly any physical difference between the wheat and the tears- both appear as
men. But Jesus atoned and paid the price of the curse of sin which was levied
upon the head of man- so God’s creation, man, can be forgiven. Remember, man
ultimately chose to levy the price of sin on himself- willingly accepting the
temptation of Satanael. But man did this with lack of knowledge- not fully
understanding the implications of his actions. Satanael and the anunaki, in
contrast, already had attained status in heaven but chose to openly oppose and
do harm to God- and to additionally do harm to God’s creation- man. This is why
Satan and the anunaki are as one on this planet Earth- blending in as the tears
among us in order to deceive us to serve their own ends and to avoid their
judgment ultimately by again confronting God- for them there is no forgiveness.
So for now, the rebellious outcasts- scoundrels of the cosmos and enemies of
God, dwell here on the Earth among us- and they control the highest leaders over
us until they will be routed by the Lord God.
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And now I felt I should address more clearly the olden times- even before the
creation of man- so that you may see exactly who our enemies are.
According to Enoch, it was on the second day of creation that God created
Satanael, and well before the creation of man, Satanael rebelled against God and
was cast from heaven into the “abyss” which is space.
When Satanael rebelled and was cast out of heaven, he made his home on the
Earth- but there was no man. In fact, this may have been in an era well before
man- where either Satanael seduced another race that dwelt on the Earth or he
created one- this race perhaps in his image? This would be a serpent race. But
then God must have brought this race to judgment and cleansed the Earth for in
Genesis in the creation story, when God “creates” the Earth, the Earth became
dark; implying that there was something on the Earth before. And later, after God
creates a new race on the Earth in his own image called man; man is then
deceived by whom? The serpent! We usually infer the serpent responsible for
deceiving man to be identical to Satan himself, but would it not be plausible that
the serpent who deceived man could be a member of the earlier serpent race?
The serpent may have been a follower of Satan.
And then after man is deceived by the serpent, what does God do? He punishes
the serpent by stating that man shall crush his head and he shall strike mans’ heal.
Essentially, the serpent race which is loyal to their “God” Satanael is banished into
the Earth while man dwells upon it.
Just as God and his angels primarily manifest as spiritual beings (though the Bible
does give examples in which they take physical forms), Satanael primarily
manifests as spirit as well. And his fallen angels here on the Earth from his
rebellion against God are much the same- mainly manifesting themselves in the
spirit- but since they were once angels, then it would stand to reason that they
could manifest in physical form as well. But as can be seen- Satanael has an army
of physical beings at his disposal.
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Figure 9: The influence on man.

Satan decided to dwell on the Earth even before the creation of man- the Earth
has been a stronghold for those rebellious spirits and beings that have turned
against God- it always has been that way.
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And now man is here- put here by God and despised by Satan. Why do you think
all “new age” teachings are so pro-environment or pro-Earth? Satanael never
wanted man on “his” Earth but God placed him there as a testament to his own
glory. And so God reaches out to save any man that will have him through Jesus
and Satan continues his false teachings and deceptions in order to destroy man
from the Earth.
I know I have not mentioned as far back as the race of serpents that dwelt upon
the Earth prior to the creation of man- but consider how the Hopi Indians
reference their “snake brothers” and countless other cultures around the world
worship and hold sacred the serpent. Moses and Aaron crucified a bronze serpent
on a cross in the desert where-upon the Israelites would become cleansed of their
sickness if they gazed upon its defamed image. Hence the most high God was in
an epoch fashion depicted the defeat of the evil one by desecrating his sacred
image. Jesus, when speaking to his disciples about the end times, stated that
“these things will happen before this race passes away”- begging the question;
were there other “races” on the Earth prior to the existence of man?
Though he is defeated, Satan, his order, and the remaining anunaki that escaped
the flood to dwell on other worlds will still oppose us- God’s creation- until the
end. And in fact, let us not forget that the anunaki leaders did return after the
flood in an attempt to rebuild the order they had before. The serpent race was
destroyed in the flood as in genesis we know “everything with the breath of life in
it on the Earth perished.” But the symbol of the serpent remains the standard of
Satanael, his order, and followers- as in multiple times throughout the Bible, he is
referenced to as “that old serpent.”
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Figure 10: The serpent in ancient Egypt.
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As the Book of Genesis tells us, Noah along with his sons, Shem, Ham, and Japeth,
entered the ark along with every type of animal on the Earth. God then sealed the
ark and the rains came for forty days and forty nights which killed everything on
the Earth that had the breath of life. Likewise, the Sumerian texts corroborate
that their version of Noah; Utu-Napishtim, entered an ark and despite only a six
day flood- upon its completion- every living thing on the Earth was destroyed.
However, in the Sumerian version of the flood story, their “Gods” flee the Earth
beforehand- terrified of what is to come; they ascend to the heavens to escape
the great deluge. What more proof do we need to demonstrate that the “Gods”
of the Sumerians were not gods at all? Their “Gods” were just as powerless as the
humans to stop the great deluge from decimating the Earth; though they (the
Sumerians) in their own texts do claim that their gods did have foreknowledge of
the event and that their gods neglected to tell man about it- nor do they allow
man food from their storehouses during the famine that plagues everyone on the
Earth prior to the event. Even the meaning of Noah’s name attests to the
hardship faced by his generation in the times before the flood, as Noah means
“our rest, or comfort.” The gods of Sumer sought to provide no such rest or
comfort to their subjects. In their own selfishness, they seek only to save
themselves, except for one single act in which Enki warns Utu-Napishtim about
what will soon occur by speaking to him through the wall of his reed hut. Armed
with this useful information, Utu-Napishtim is able to build an ark, thereby
enabling him to survive the deluge.
The flood then occurs- and after the event, Noah and his sons exit the ark. Two of
Noah’s sons are reverent towards their father- Shem and Japeth, for they cover
him (Noah) after he falls asleep naked from drinking his wine. But one son- Ham,
father of the Canaanites, Egyptians, and those who would resettle Sumer is
rebellious as he speaks of his father’s nakedness to his brothers but does not
cover his father. And upon learning of this misdeed, Noah says “blessed be the
God of Shem and may Canaan be his slaves”.
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We know the sons of Shem to be the ancestors of the nation of Israel- as even the
Bible confirms Abraham is directly descended from the first born of the line of
Shem.
But the descendants of Ham fall under the deception of the returning anunaki
leaders- and they (the sons of Ham) resettle Sumer as their “Gods” try to
reestablish the order of old.
But now we have more anunaki having children by the wives of men, and their
hybrid offspring born on the Earth, began to ascend to the kingship- and further,
we have the rivalry between two anunaki clans reaching a fever pitch- that of Enlil
verses that of Enki and his son Marduk.

Figure 11: Anunaki factions. Location of Abraham at this time is nomadic and though in this map is shown
around Jerusalem, his location ranges throughout Canaan and north through Lebanon.

And we also have the sons of Shem inhabiting areas from Canaan into Sumer – as
Dr. Woolley confirms in his book, “The Sumerians” that Sumer was, especially in
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the later days of its empire, increasingly populated by Semites who held equal
status to the native inhabitants of Sumer as the names of these later Semitic
residents can be found in various inscriptions and among the names of the ruling
class.
But man drifted back to his worship of the false gods- just as before the floodback to the deception of the fallen ones- once again worshipping them (the fallen
ones) as Gods.
We know that a direct descendent of the line of Shem and one of these Semitic
inhabitants of the land of Sumer leaves his home in the Sumerian city of Nippur
and relocates to the Sumerian city of Ur. This Semite of whom we speak is none
other than Terah, the father of Abraham, and we know that after his stay in Ur, he
moves his family north of Sumer to the city of Haran- in one act of relocation
removing God’s chosen seed (Abraham and his descendants) from what would
later become a danger zone. We know that the family of Terah is a wealthy
Semitic family directly descended from the firstborn of Shem.
Later on, Abraham, the son of Terah, is called by God to leave his father’s house in
Haran and to venture west and south to the land of Egypt (as there was famine in
Abraham’s own land) where Pharaoh makes him wealthy because he (Pharaoh)
wants to take Abraham’s wife, Sarah, to be his own. But Pharaoh’s plan fails and
Abraham is sent from Egypt along with all of the wealth he acquired there from
Pharaoh when Pharaoh was treating him well with the intentions on winning the
favor of Sarah. God brings disease upon Pharaoh and his household and when
Pharaoh discovers that Sarah is Abraham’s wife, he sends them out of Egypt and
then Abraham and his family go to the Negev and camp there.
With Abraham and family safely out of the way, and as recounted in the Bible,
four kings from Sumer along with their allies go to war against five kings from the
west- this being the anunaki “civil war” to determine whether Enlil or Enki &
Marduk would reign supreme. Abraham is only involved in so far as he takes over
three-hundred of his men to save his nephew, Lot.
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And after this, the Bible tells us of the destruction of the sinful cities of Sodom
and Gomorrah; but there is more. In the same year, 2024 BC, every city in
Sumeria and Akkadia except what would later become an independent Babylon in
1894 BC is destroyed by what the Sumerian writings call “an evil wind” which
comes from the west and kills everyone who could not escape. Even the “Gods”
and demigods of the Sumerians must flee.
And in an instant, the lavish and advanced highly cultured Sumerian civilization is
destroyed- right along with Sodom and Gomorrah. The Sumerian texts claim this
destruction to be as a result of their own weapons used against them by their
own jealous “Gods” who were vying for supremacy and the deadly result was an
unintended consequence of “the Gods” not understanding the negative impact of
their own weapons.
But the Bible makes it clear that the destruction of civilized Mesopotamia was
brought forth by the one true God in an act of punishing an evil people who had
forsaken him- but his blessed seed was protected- Abraham, descendent of Shem,
was safe too far to the west to be involved in the destruction. But alas, evil
Sumeria, with its deceitful rulers, was left in ruins- only a shadow remained of its
former glory. The anunaki responsible were still on Earth, along with their own
chief patron, Satanael, and his order who were only that much happier to witness
the continued deception of mankind- whether it be undertaken by him or by
another faction like the anunaki that he allows to be here to serve his purposewhich is ultimately the destruction of God and mankind- if it were even possible.
Even weakened, the anunaki and their relations and bloodlines remained- the
symbol of Enlil being the “divine Bull” (Taurus) or heavenly bull- and the symbol of
Marduk being the ram.
More importantly, the Sovereign Lord set apart for himself the seed of Abrahamto start anew- and also serving to divide the lands of the ram and the bullthereby serving as an impediment to the anunaki factions and their patronSatanael.
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After the destruction of Sumer, the leaders of the anunaki are scattered and flee
to various parts of the Earth- re-establishing their respective kingdoms and
bloodlines and leadership through selected men even to the present day- as even
present wars have nothing to do with “national security” or “weapons of mass
destruction”, but rather the various anunaki factions vying for supremacy over the
others- and all still receiving their legitimacy from the serpent (Satan). Satan cares
not which anunaki faction reigns supreme, as all factions are accomplishing his
purpose of leading people away from God and causing the death of men.

Figure 12: The world after the fall of Sumer.

Let us not forget that all of the anunaki factions attest to Anu as being their God
in heaven and according to the Sumerian texts- Anu reigns in the heavens after
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usurping power from Alalu, and we know from the Bible that Satan attempted to
usurp power from God.
There are certain facts that we know to be true. The anunaki and nephilim are
liars- both claiming to have created man while using “their creation” to serve only
their own interests without regard to “their creations’” well being. In other words,
the anunaki and nephilim were definitely not “socially conscious or socially
responsible” unless your definition of the aforementioned ideas includes outright
slavery and abuse. We know the Hebrew Biblical records to be accurate – as they
have often been used as the guides for unearthing the domains of the anunaki.
And it is the tables of nations and other information in the Bible that has proven
most detailed and accurate not only through tables and genealogies, but also in
regards to historical events and conquests- all the way back to the origins of manwhereas even though it is claimed that the Sumerian texts are older- they in many
ways are far less detailed and cumulative in accounting for the history of man,
and even in an ironic way, admit the weaknesses, jealousies, and shortcomings of
their own Gods; effectively proving by their own words that their Gods have or
had no real power to influence the events of mankind beyond their own spheres
of self influence.
It is only the Hebrew God who claims power over mans’ eternal soul and over all
of creation. All events the most high God states occurred through his word, the
Bible, have been vindicated as occurring just as he so stated. The various
Sumerian texts sometimes contradict each other in order to depict the glories of
the patron in power at the time. As an example, Marduk’s preeminence over Anu
and Enlil in the creation story during the time of Babylon is effectively history
rewritten in order to glorify the deity in power at the time.
As I stated, the anunaki are liars based on their own track record throughout
history and parallels to Anu’s ascension to power to Satan’s attempt to gain
power as stated in the Bible… we have every reason to believe that Anu is Satan.
Now let us consider the symbols of Satan and the anunaki leaders.
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Figure 13: The deities and their symbols

Now consider the hierarchy of command:
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Figure 14: Hierarchy of the fallen ones

Now let us examine some symbols of Satanism:
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Figure 15: Symbols of Satanism

Note: our leaders today are still descended from these anunaki bloodlines, and
just as did their forefathers, our current leaders battle against their rival factions
for supremacy over the Earth. This is just as in the days before the flood when the
world was beholden to Enlil under the patronage of Satan.
Consider the Bohemian Grove held each year in northern California where the
powerful and leaders of the world gather to perform a “mock” human sacrifice in
the ceremony called the cremation of care- in honor of their goddess Ishtar- the
Sumerian goddess of love and war.
How can it be explained? Photographs show Ronald Reagan, Richard Nixon,
Jimmy Carter, Newt Gingrich, and many others all in attendance at this eventworshipping their goddess Ishtar.
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Figure 15a: Ronald Reagan & Richard Nixon in attendance at the Bohemian Grove ceremony held in 1957.
For more photos visit: http://www.prisonplanet.com/articles/january2005/020104grovebackground.htm

And let us consider Islam for a moment. Allah is not the God of Abraham. He is
the Arabian moon god called “Sin”. Mohammed co-opted the supreme deity of
the Arabian pantheon of gods in Mecca to kick start his new religion; hence the
worship of the moon rock in the kabbah at Mecca. More importantly, Sin is the
name of the anunaki “god” called Nannar. Sin and Nannar are one and the same.
So we see a direct link from Islam to the worship of the fallen angels. Is it any
wonder why Obama and other anunaki descended world leaders won’t confront
Islam? Is there still a mystery as to why the anunaki planted “religion” called Islam
seeks to carry out the destruction of Israel? Thereby causing Israel (the nation of
the one true God) to be counted as dead!
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And now we remember that after the fall of Sumer, the various anunaki (fallen
ones) and their descendants and loyal minions scattered over the Earth and
began dynasties and civilizations as well as influencing existing peoples to accept
their evil teachings.
And also, the seed of Abraham has been planted- and the nation of Israel comes
into existence, maturing after the exodus from Egypt and finally entering the
promised land of milk and honey- scattering the native inhabitants of this land
before their might, as was promised to Moses when he entered into a covenant
with the one true God.
But when in the Revelation- Satan is called the deceiver of the whole world- and
we shall see that under his guidance, the worship of his being and that of the
anunaki fallen ones is like a parasite- attached to… or attempted to be attached to
the burgeoning worship of the one true God- through extra Biblical texts and
teachings, as well as the metamorphosis of the followers of the fallen ones into
the global esoteric secret groups of today- actively promoting and bringing to
fruition the teachings and goals of Lucifer/ Satan through what they claim to be
God’s own church today!
No wonder that it is said the into heaven is a narrow one- and even Jesus said of
the priests in his own day that upon gaining a new convert- they make him twice
as much a son of hell as themselves.
Secret groups such as the freemasons and the higher “learned” levels of the
Catholic Church still today worship the same anunaki “gods” that they always
have- espoused through their esoteric teachings, they rationalize and even glorify
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the roll of Satan, Lucifer, and his demons as necessary- simply part of the human
plan of evolution. They entwine these teachings into the symbolism seem
everywhere in our world today from the great cathedrals of Europe to even such
mundane items as certain corporate logos. The initiates of these orders recognize
these symbols and teachings and subscribe to a strict doctrine of teachings and
beliefs that seemingly blend in behind the façade of today’s “Christian” religion,
but in their true esoteric contexts are tremendously different- lending even more
credence to the words of Jesus that in the end he would separate the wheat from
the tears- the lesson of this statement being that to the untrained eye, there is
barely a difference between the two. But I shall illustrate these differences now
by examining the stories of creation.
The esoteric version of creation holds that the universe and all being emanated
from the mind of God as a thought which came into being. God then reflected on
himself, and this reflection became the darkness- or the being we call Satan. Now
Satan covered the Earth- and the mother Goddess (the Earth) was essentially
under siege by this darkness. So now, God descends into the Earth, and the Earth
is illuminated from within by the sun (the spirit of God). In this age, the form of
man exists in its physical state as vegetable- man produces asexually- just as do
plants- and there is no boundary of individual thought or between man and the
spirit world. This is the idealistic Garden of Eden. However, because of the
necessity for man to evolve, God separates from the Earth and becomes the Sunand now the being Lucifer arrives on the scene as the serpent- he is the “God” of
the material world- his job is to give animalistic “desire” to man, and laterwisdom (which is not connected with spirituality); thereby separating man from
the spiritual and leading him in a direction towards the physical plane. And so the
“fall” of man in the esoteric tradition is a departure from spiritual consciousnesswhere man shares a conscious experience with the spirit world and God- and
descends to a more physical animalistic state in which he loses contact with the
spirit world, loses his connection with God, and now is bound into a lowly
existence trapped in his current human form on the physical plane where the
materialistic light bearer- Lucifer- is present to benevolently provide humanity
with his wisdom and light so mankind may continue to evolve upon its collective
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designated course through the cosmos. And it is now that the Hebrew “Jehovah”
separates from the sun and becomes the mood God to combat Lucifer. So nowJehovah and Nannar/ Sin are the same!- reflecting the light of the sun to the Earth
so say the esoteric teachings. So Allah, Jehovah, and Nannar/ Sin are the same.
But the God of Israel is called “I am” or YHWH- he is the one true God as we shall
see. Since mankind’s connections to the spirit world has been so depleted on the
physical plane through our biological evolution- we can only, according to the
esoteric beliefs, access communication with higher consciousnesses like spirit
beings by opening our “third eye”- the pineal gland at the top of the spine- or in
the Hindu tradition- our chakras. Upon death, the human spirit is attacked by
demons who serve the necessary purpose of stripping the animal desires of the
physical plane from the human spirit in a place the Catholic teachings would call
purgatory before it can ascend through the seven spheres of consciousness and
eventually return to the creator God. Interestingly, the ascending spirit must
persuade a guardian demon to grant him entry to each higher sphere (teachings
graciously provided by your local freemasons or other cabalistic society/ or
Catholic “Church”)- based on their ancestor religion- that of ancient Egypt- and it
is Lucifer who aides the ascending spirits at the highest levels to ascend by
providing light- where otherwise it could be too dim to see.
The esoteric viewpoint of today advocates its initiates to alter their
consciousness in order to commune with the spirits- but also to celebrate the
material and human form as guided by their wisdomful light bearer- Lucifer.
As a side note, individual thought and consciousness also came into being upon
the entry of the human form upon the physical plane- the domain of Lucifer.
In the esoteric viewpoint, the creator God is but a distant and removed
consciousness inaccessible to the masses of uninformed mortal men- whose only
hope is to follow the direction of their more enlightened priests so they can hope
to evolve and ascend to the spiritual plane- only to reincarnate on the physical
plane once again, hopefully as a more enlightened human. But in all respects,
Lucifer, his order, and his representatives on Earth are absolutely necessary to
facilitate this process.
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Thus in this belief, salvation, if you can even call it that- or more accurately called
“the ability to progress”, is only attainable by the most knowledgeable and
learned humans fortunate enough to be initiated into mystery schools that
provide the correct esoteric teachings.

Figure 16: The evolution of esoteric thought.

So if we want to see Satan and the anunaki in their most “direct” and desired
context, we can look at the system of worship present in ancient Sumer; as this
was the seed they (the fallen ones) planted and nurtured until time and
circumstance forced them (the fallen ones) to adapt their ways of thought into
other relationships either with existing religions (like Judaism exemplified by the
fall of Solomon and the six pointed star etc.) or the creation and expansion of new
religions based on the original Sumerian archetype- like that of ancient Egypt.
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But the desires of the God of Israel are very different than this- for the true God is
not at all removed or inaccessible to the individual- but is as his exact words- the
living God.
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-6The God of Israel who is called “I am that I am” and the God of Abraham, Isaac,
and Jacob has such a direct relationship with each of us that he desires to dwell
within each of us- that our bodies shall be the very temple of the sovereign Lordas Jesus explains when he tells his disciples that the temple shall be destroyed but
he shall repair it within three days. He was not truly speaking of the physical
building called the temple, but rather he was referring to his body being crucifiedand then his resurrection; the resurrection of the temple occurs for all who are
reborn in spirit just as was Jesus after he conquered death and rose from the
dead.
This amazing relationship between the sovereign Lord and man is affirmed even
earlier by Jesus when he speaks to Nicodemus about being born again.
Jesus is very clear that it is the desire of the living God to dwell within us through
the spirit of his son Jesus, thereby ascribing to our bodies the facility of his temple
on Earth.
This is the absolute antithesis of the esoteric teachings and the teachings of their
Egyptian, Greek, and originally Sumerian ancestor archetypes which uniformly
taught the subservience of man to a malevolent and jealous group of lesser Gods
and spirits in order to gain some type of reward during mans’ physical life- or in
later evolutions of esoteric thought- access to ascend through higher levels of
spiritual realms during the afterlife- also, not surprisingly, with the necessary
assistance of the lesser spirits- which are of course Satan and his order with the
anunaki descendants wielding physical power in the material world.
The aim of the Satanist and anunaki “religions’ and corruptions is to distance man
from his creator.
The difference between these teachings and the truth of the sovereign Lord is
that the sovereign Lord intends to unify the connection between his creation
(man) and himself. As even Jesus instructs man to pray directly to his father- the
sovereign Lord- in the Lord’s Prayer.
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So how is it that the esoteric perversion of the Catholic Church misdirects the
loyalties of its followers to “saints”- or more accurately- to lesser spirits and
anunaki descendants- and ultimately away from the living God?
There is a sculpture in the courtyard of the Vatican of a sphere within a sphereclearly depicting the esoteric Garden of Eden in which the sun god illuminated the
earth from within.

Figure 17: The “Sphere Within Sphere” sculpture at the Vatican

There is yet another sculpture at the Vatican of a large pine cone. In fact, it is the
largest statue of a pine cone anywhere in the world. You may be tempted to ask,
what significance does the pine cone have in the worship of Christ? The simple
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answer is absolutely none, but it was a very important symbol of rebirth and
regeneration in ancient Babylonia- well recognized throughout Mesopotamia and
an important symbol of “that mystery religion of old”.

Figure 18: Pine cone statue at the Vatican
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Figure 18C: Origins of the pine cone

We have only scratched the tip of the iceberg here in regards to exemplifying
ways in which the fallen one distorts existing religions or out rightly creates false
ones (deceptions) in order to cause the mass of humanity to glorify himself rather
than the most high God. We can look further into this subject by posing the
question; does the Catholic Church really view Mary as the mother of God
(meaning mother of Christ), or do they view as Mary, the mother Goddess of the
heavens (the Sumerian Inanna)? The Catholic Church is simply a modern
continuation of the Sumerian and Babylonian religion of old. Mary is simply the
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most modern personification of Inanna or Sumer, who became Ishtar of Babylon,
who became Isis in Egypt, who became Athena (and one could argue Aphrodite)
in Greece, who became Minerva in Rome, who became Mary- mother of God in
today’s Catholic Church.

Figure 18A: The evolution of Mary of the Catholic Church

I might point out here that Ninhursag was originally in the oldest times the
Sumerian Mother Goddess, but as time went by, Inanna seemed to usurp this
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role- in much the same way that Marduk, being a relatively unknown deity in the
earliest times of Sumer, ascended to becoming the Lord of the Gods by the time
of Babylon’s preeminence on the world stage. We can further draw comparisons
between today’s Catholic Church and the Babylonian religion of old when we look
side by side at the attire of the Babylonian/ Sumerian deity Enki and their priests
next to the attire worn today by the Pope.

Figure 18B: The Pope and Enki share clothes
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The Catholic Church is the preeminent modern manifestation of the Babylonian
mystery religion of old- that which was given to the descendants of Cain and
Nimrod and established by the fallen one on the Earth to lead people astray.
Beyond the colorful imagery seen above, the dogma of today’s Catholic Church
parallels many of the same teachings of the Babylonian religion of old. The people
of ancient Babylon were primarily concerned with this life on Earth. When they
went to worship their Gods, they would ask for prosperity of an extension of this
life, and when they did good deeds before their Gods, the rewards they received
were always given in this life, but never in the next. The Babylonians saw the
“afterlife” as an altogether gloomy place where the spirit of the deceased would
pass through seven or fourteen gates of the underworld where it would
eventually reach the abode of the Goddess Ereshkigal and abide in darkness,
dressed in feathers, eating mud and dirty water for eternity. While alive here on
the Earth, the Babylonian would hire a priest or priests to offer sacrifices or
perform rituals on their behalf to absolve them of sin before their Gods, but
would never be inclined to ask for a change of heart and a better moral character.
The purpose of being free of sin in the Babylonian world was simply to allow the
worshipper to be eligible to receive good health, and material rewards in this
lifetime but had nothing to do with any concern for the afterlife. Similarly, though
the Catholic’s version of purgatory and Dante’s Inferno citing the different levels
of hell might be considered a modern evolution of the original Babylonian
construction of the underworld, the Catholic practice of “hiring” a priest to whom
a worshipper may confess sin and thereby be prescribed a ritual (like saying “x”
number of “Hale Marys”) to absolve the sin is very akin to the former Babylonian
practice. The sin is absolved without a change of heart coming from the
worshipper, and the worshipper, now once again being in the good graces of his
god, is free to again reap the material rewards of this Earth. More can be read on
this topic and others concerning ancient Babylon in E.A. Wallis Budge’s work
“Babylonian Life and History.
Jesus says that all things done in secret will be shown, whereas the descendants
of the fallen ones prefer that everything be done in secret under many layers of
deception. Most Catholics are unaware that they are participating in the religion
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of the fallen one and are not in actuality worshipping the God of Abraham, Isaac,
and Jacob.
As more proof that Jesus is the son of God and that his word is true, consider that
it was “the powers that be” and corrupted leaders of a hijacked form of what was
originally Judaism that had Jesus put to death- and did not Jesus openly rebuke
them on many occasions even calling the corrupted Rabbis “sons of hell”?
And even today, the religions corrupted by and descended from the Satanic and
anunaki lineage seek to destroy Israel- even by establishing leaders within Israel
and nations around world loyal to themselves.
Why do you think the current US government seems to be tearing us apart from
within? Is it because they are just that stupid when even a common citizen could
conceive of common sense solutions to our problems? Or is it that certain powers
within our government serve other interests that are not our own- but rather
they are the interests of their anunaki masters?
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-7Over the course of this text we have charted the beginnings of the long and sordid
history of Satan, his order, the anunaki, and the nephilim in relation to the human
race. We can clearly hold that their relations with men have existed in several
stages, these being in their most direct form before the flood where the fallen
ones ruled over man openly and directly first from their capital region of Sumerand then spread their influence around the world. But then we know this was cut
short by the great deluge which was caused by the Lord as he sent his planet
Nibiru to wreak havoc as it passed by the Earth. And so after the deluge, when the
anunaki (though decimated in number) were able to return to Earth, this began
the second stage of their rule over man- where as in their own words- “the
kingship was lowered from heaven”, and now the decimated anunaki invoked
man to rule over his fellow man directly under their supervision. Though the
anunaki influence was still in the open to be seen, there were fewer anunaki on
the Earth after the flood, so man assumed the role of the government head of
state, and the anunaki remained above the man as the “deity”, the “god”, to
whom the man king served and worshipped, and whose will on Earth the man
king would carry out. The writings of the first great king of “greater” Babylon,
Hammurabi extol his god Marduk extensively, as do the writings of the other
great kings of Babylon, Assyria, Persia, etc over the course of literally all of
antiquity. Even to the point where Babylon comes to its sovereign end under the
reign of Nabonidus in 538BC and gives way to the entrance of the great Persian
King Cyrus into the city of Babylon itself, Cyrus glorifies the god of Babylon, BelMarduk, for bestowing upon him the rulership over the “black headed people”,
meaning the citizens of Sumer and Akkad… those people residing in all of
Babylonia. The point I seek to illustrate here is that the exploits of the post flood
great kings of antiquity were never, not even in their own words, due to their own
foresight and brilliance alone, but rather, their great deeds, even sited by their
own writings, were due to the benevolence of the “gods” that they served- and
these “gods”, as we have examined, are none other than the fallen ones
themselves. It was in this time after the deluge that the more esoteric religions of
the anunaki (those of Sumer, Babylon, ancient Egypt, and India) were established,
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essentially to give the man king and his subjects a reason to remain obedient to
and perform the will of the fallen ones- do as they say, and you too, O’ mortal
man may ascend through the heavens upon your death- of course only with your
anunaki “gods’” spiritual help and consent. In the prior age, before the flood, the
existence of man ended at death as the anunaki leaders only cared or needed the
man in so much as providing labor or material to benefit the anunaki state on
Earth. After the deluge, the much reduced number of anunaki needed the help of
man to administer their direct rule over other men- and this is why they (the
anunaki) created those esoteric religions of old- to teach the man kings to teach
obedience their mortal subjects and to convince the man kings to remain
obedient themselves, and for doing so, be rewarded throughout eternity.
But the “deified” anunaki rulers were not gods and because of their greed and
jealousies and refusal to relinquish thesmelves in their quest for control over
men, they brought forth the wrath of God upon themselves again- and around
2024BC, as God struck down Saddam and Gomorrah- so did he strike down the
“civilized” cities of the rest of the ancient world to usher in what is historically
known as the ancient dark age- occurring during the late bronze age. In 2024 BC,
the civilizations of Sumer and their northern neighbors in Akkad are struck by
what their own writings call “an evil wind”. Archeologists have uncovered
lamentations from Uruk and other cities describing the event as one previously
unknown to humanity, as the respected professor Samuel Kramer provides a
translation of one such lament below:
On the land [Sumer] fell a calamity, one unknown to man;
one that had never been seen before,
one which could not be withstood.
A great storm from heaven...
A land-annihilating storm...
An evil wind, like a rushing torrent...
A battling storm joined by a scorching heat...
By day it deprived the land of thebright sun, in the evening the stars did
not shine...
The people, terrified, could hardly breathe;
the evil wind clutched them, does not grant them another day...
Mouths were drenched with blood, heads wallowed in blood...
The face was made pale by the Evil Wind.
It caused cities to be desolated, houses to become desolate;
stalls to become desolate, the sheepfolds to be emptied...
Sumer’s rivers it made flow with water that is bitter;
its cultivated fields grow weeds, its pastures grow withering plants.
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Source for the above lamentation:
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sumer_anunnaki/godsnewmillemnium/godsnewmillemnium10.htm

Cities, social orders, Kings, and flourishing civilizations were eviscerated seemingly
overnight. The old order was crushed yet again, and the world was once more
plunged into chaos and disorder.
It was in this period that the old anunaki order essentially collapsed- and the
fallen ones upon the Earth lost direct control over many nations- as they were
destroyed. Their model of control shifted from one of direct control (as such
control was exercised by a revered “deity”) to one of clandestine control through
secret societies.
These societies had many advantages- as they are not limited by kings, nations, or
borders. And since these groups have the advantage of being unknown, the fallen
ones can enact their will more effectively onto unsuspecting subjects anywhere in
the world where their clandestine organizations may make inroads in to the
societal or governing establishments within the various nations.
Through these methods, the fallen ones have manipulated and corrupted
societies, religions, and nations over the centuries- always seeking to gain more
control. The desired end result is the reestablishment of a “one world order”such as it existed in the age before the flood- where humanity was openly
subservient to their anunaki rulers.
And to address the question posed over and over again by many Americans and
citizens of other nations around the world- why do things seem to be coming
apart and who is really in control of what the government is doing?
A safe and traditionally held view states that corruption and the accumulation of
power is simply human nature- and therefore the disintegration of a society or
nation state is brought about by an apathetic populace under the direction of
corrupt leaders which inevitably lead their nations to destruction through a series
of foolish, uninformed, corrupt, but altogether unrelated events.
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A more controversial view would be to assert that the world’s nation states are
actually controlled by a network of global banks, religions, nongovernmental
organizations, and multinational corporations which at the highest levels are
subservient to anunaki masters with the goal of bringing about their one world
order through controlled chaos and executing a long term series of related events
(like wars) throughout the course of history. In this view, at the very top, the
media, government, established religions, and banking institutions are controlled
by the anunaki under a veil of secrecy- which allows them to influence every angle
of our society from the amount of money we have on down to the values we
hold- all for the purpose of gaining more control over us- to eventually bring us
back to the state we were in before the flood.
As recent evidence of this later view, I contend that WWII, September 11th 2001,
the economic depression of 2008, and the soon to be upon us WIII are all
manufactured events set in motion by the anunaki (presently referred to as the
Illuminati).
Consider that Thomas Jefferson warned us that banking establishments are more
dangerous than standing armies. When asked about the illuminati (then called
Jacobins), George Washington stated that “I have no doubt that they exist.”
President Eisenhower warned us of the dangers of the “military industrial
complex” after WWII. Before he was killed, President Kennedy warned us of a
“monolithic conspiracy that threatens the world.” Whatever modern history calls
them- the fallen ones are still here among us, and their elite human subjects
(many of our leaders) still worship them just as did the nations surrounding Israel
in the days of Elijah and before.
The purpose of this book is to shed at least some light on the reasons why the
anunaki came here and how they began to rule over us and to attempt to
distance us from the God of Israel- the living and one true God. It is for no other
reason than to establish the kingdom of Satan on Earth and to attempt to
maintain it for eternity. I could write volumes on how so much of modern policy is
driven to further the agenda of the fallen ones. Why are the progressive and
environmental movements (including Bill Gates and his foundation) so anti
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human? Why are abortions promoted as a tool for population reduction? Why are
diseases like AIDS and cancer introduced and products like cigarettes and social
practices like the promotion of unrestrained sex and violence propagated? Have
you considered that they all have the same result? They serve to reduce our
population and to desensitize us to suffering and death. Satan and the fallen ones
do not want us here, and if we are to exist, it would preferably be in a limited and
controllable number to act as a slave class to serve their needs.
I cannot name every group associated with the fallen ones and their agenda
(though reading Fritz Springmeier’s books “Bloodlines of the Illuminati” will give
the reader a much more detailed look into this subject) but consider that George
W. Bush and John Kerry are related and are both members of the Skull and Bones
society at Yale. Obama and Dick Cheney are also related and have ties to other
masonic organizations. Skull and Bones (their very title) refers to items that are
present in any masonic temple- as there should also be a white burial shroud
(“The Secret history of the World” by Mark Booth will give the reader a much
more detailed glimpse into this subject). You may ask, what is the significance of a
white burial shroud? The Skull and Bones building at Yale is known as “the tomb”.
And if the Skull and Bones society has produced many of our nation’s leaders,
than who was it that produced Skull and Bones?
The answer is freemasonry and to understand where freemasonry comes from,
we must understand The Knights Templar, because this group was the ancestor of
today’s freemasons.
Between the first and second crusade, in 1119AD, Hugues De Payens with five
other knights founded a group in the Kingdom of Jerusalem on a location said to
be the stables to the temple of Solomon that would come to be known as The
Knights Templar. Freemasonic lore traces the beginnings of freemasonry back to
the principal architect and master builder of the temple of Solomon known as
Hyram Abiff. While this direct link cannot be confirmed, it is known that the
Templars did deliberately select the site on which their order was founded, as
archeologists have uncovered Templar artifacts in excavations into and under the
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temple mount, confirming that the Templars were in fact interested in excavating
“something” under what was the Temple of Solomon.
The Templar order quickly grew- and their fame and reputation spread as
“warrior monks” for Christ- gaining even more fame after winning an unlikely
victory against the forces of Saladin. Each member of the order was forced to
confront death upon passing through an initiation ritual before joining. Upon
joining, each member agreed to take upon himself a vow of poverty and to
contribute their property to the order. Additionally, the Pope later endorsed the
order and issued a papal bull declaring that the Templars could not be subject to
taxes and that they could move through borders freely. Essentially the army of
the “crack troops” of Christendom now became an international force free to
roam from nation to nation without restriction and being subject to the authority
of no one except the Templars own Grand Master and in theory- the Pope.
Despite this astonishing role the Templars came in inherit, it would hardly be
noteworthy to mention if indeed the primary activity of the Templar order was
indeed to wage wars against the infidels on behalf of the expansion of
Christendom. But as often as appearances are deceiving, so to is it the case of The
Knights Templar for their primary activity was not in fact waging war- but was
something that allowed them to gain control over nations. The Templars were
Europe’s first international banking cartel.
Because of the rapid growth of the Templars, the order acquired vast wealth and
resources from not only the contributions of its members, but also donations
from the Church and monarchs throughout Europe as a whole. And since the
order and its resources were neither subject to taxation nor national boundaries,
the Templars quickly realized they could make insurmountable amounts of money
by making loans not only to the emerging European merchant class, but also to
various nation states and monarchs throughout Europe. Before its untimely
demise, both the nations of France and England were deeply in debt to the
Templars. France as in debt to such an extent that it was at the point of defaultfor the nation to be able to pay back the Templars would have been impossibleand so the French crown became subject to the whims of Europe’s first
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international Bank, The Order of the Knights Templar. We remember that the
knights upon joining the order took a vow of poverty- but in reality the Templars
grew to have more in common with today’s International Monetary Fund or
World Bank than an organization which even remotely advocated the agenda of
Jesus. Rather, they advocated enslaving people and nations to their will through
(as John F. Kennedy famously said) “covet means.” The anunaki were now free of
borders and flush with money to finance ample wars and to attempt to steer the
world once again back toward their desired state of direct control.
But we remember that as clever as the fallen ones may claim to be, they still lack
the omniscience of God, and by the year 1307, the fortunes of the Templars took
a turn.
Some historians attribute it to the jealousy of Phillip the Fair- King of France, of
the Templars vast wealth and his inability to ever repay his loans to them (the
Templars), but whatever the case may be, on Friday the 13th, 1307, agents of
Phillip the Fair arrested over 15,000 Templars simultaneously across France,
including their Grand Master, Jaques De Molay. Molay was promptly burned at
the stake and he and the other members of the order were charged with various
heresies including spitting on a recreation of the cross of Christ and more notablythe worship of a goat headed demon king called Baphomet.
According to Mark Booth in his book “The Secret History of the World”, through
his own research and collaboration with Hugh Schonfield (a renowned scholar of
the dead sea scrolls)- encrypted within the word “Baphomet” by use of the
“ATBASH” cipher (also allegedly used to encrypt messages into the book of
Jeremiah) is the word “wisdom”- as in the esoteric tradition representing the
worship of the light bearer and bringer of material wisdom- Lucifer.
In similar fashion- perhaps inspired by the Templar idol Baphomet, the French
philosopher Elias Levi popularized the idea of a “Baphomet-esque” idol in his
nineteenth century depiction of a goat headed deity which in our modern culture
has been synonymous with Satan worship.
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Figure 19: Elias Levi’s 19 century depiction of “Baphomet”.
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Figure 20: The elite families of the world believe in Satan and they proudly display it.

But upon closer examination of the word “Baphomet”, I am tempted to ask
another question. Could Baphomet be a simplified or corrupted version of the
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word “Banebdjedet”? Banebdjedet was in fact an Egyptian “ram like” deity that
represented the soul of Osiris. And further, Osiris is the Egyptian name for the
famous anunaki leader we know as Marduk- whose astrological symbol is, of
course, the age of the ram!
And so whether we ascribe to the idea that the Templar worship of Baphomet is
directly related to the worship of Lucifer himself or Lucifer’s follower Marduk, we
see a direct relationship between the Knights Templar and the worship of the
fallen ones as a perfect illustration of the clandestine methods by which the fallen
ones execute their operations- primarily through “covet means” on a global scale.
Some Templars were able to escape the persecution brought forth by Phillip the
Fair and his allies- and it is known that they escaped to Scotland and reformed
their order under the protection of the rebel Scottish leader Robert the Bruce.
The new order became known as the Freemasons of the Scottish Rite.
And so we may now make the bridge from ancient history to our modern day
state in which at its highest levels- the freemasons carry on the work of the fallen
ones. Even through their own leaders’ writings they proclaim the worship of
Lucifer to be a wonderful thing. Few laud more the “wisdomful” virtues of Lucifer
than then the thirty-third degree freemason, scholar, and modern sorcererAlbert Pike in his 19th century work entitled “Morals and Dogma”.
Pike openly professes the virtues of the worship of Lucifer and even in the 19th
century- unequivocally stats that the third and final world war will erupt spurned
forth by the differences between the Jews and their Muslim neighbors. Though
one could assert that Pike would have easily been able to draw this conclusion
through an examination of history and a study of geography- we must remember
that the modern state of Israel did not exist in his time. One would have to
wonder if the man who was the founder of the Ku Klux Klan (KKK) and was
reported to have spoken thirty three different languages fluently by the time of
his death had some help via the knowledge of the fallen ones whom he served
regarding his promulgations concerning the events of the distant future.
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Building on the fact that many of the founding fathers of this nation were
themselves freemasons- we wonder how many of them were aware of the
masons’ commitment to the service of Satan/ Lucifer?
We may also reflect that if it were not for the anti-globalist actions of Andrew
Jackson- the masonic influences in our nations would have (based on their
previously successful model under the Knights Templar) introduced a central bank
to control our currency on their behalf much earlier in our nation’s history than
they did. Even the attempt itself adds much credence to Benjamin Franklin’s
earlier words that “we have given you a republic, if you can keep it.”
In 1913, we moved another step closer to losing our republic as the dark masonic
forces were finally successful in establishing the unconstitutional private central
bank to control the monetization of our currency over us known as “The Federal
Reserve.”
The coup de grace was finally delivered when President Franklin D. Roosevelt (a
mason and servant of Lucifer himself) confiscated private citizens’ holdings of
gold during the great depression and introduced the fiat based worthless paper
currency we use today. Even the famous pyramid and seal on the back of the
dollar was designed and introduced during this time by FDR’s vice president
Wallace- a mason himself.
We have already spoken of the fact that the founding fathers knew of and openly
spoke of the dangers and threats of the fallen ones- as even George Washington
stated that the Jacobins do exist. This is why the founding fathers originally gave
the people the power to coin their own money- it was known, even as Kennedy
stated, that this leviathan plotting against humanity operates largely by covet
means!
Interestingly, in addition to warning us of the monolithic conspiracy that operates
via covet means- John F. Kennedy signed an executive order abolishing the power
of the Federal Reserve before he was killed.
In closing- if you have gained any insight whatsoever in reading this text, please
understand that our enemies are here among us. They have infiltrated our nation
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on many levels and work tirelessly in concert to further the interests of the fallen
ones. They, in many instances, write the “sane” history we are dumbed down to
believe today- but consider that history is almost always written in a subjective
manner by powers with a particular bias or interest in mind.
Many of our nation’s leaders and social elites are members of an evil and ancient
religion which has been in existence in one form or another even prior to the
flood and the days of Utu-Napishtim and Noah.
Their great goal is to restore the order of the world to the order of the world as it
existed prior to the great flood and the days of Noah- where Satan and his order
and anunaki cohorts ruled over the affairs of men on Earth openly, directly, and
without restraint.
Little do they understand that the Lord God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob who is
called by his own words to Moses “I am that I am” has long seen their arrogance
and perversions upon the Earth- and he has numbered their days and so he has
delivered this message through the words of his son Jesus in the form of the
parable in which the farmer harvests the wheat- but then separates the tears and
throws them in the fire. Such is a befitting end to the miserable saga of rebellious
scum and the traitors from among the ranks of men who have helped the fallen
ones.
Know the affairs on this Earth are the same today as they were in the days of
Enoch, Noah, Abraham, and Elijah.
The fallen ones are just as present as they always have been- even as we are
directly told this in Genesis- that the Nephilim were on the Earth then… and also
afterwards!
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Appendix A:

The figure above is a picture of the Sumerian tablet VA-243, illustrating all planets
of our known solar system orbiting the sun as well as an additional planet that is
not officially “known”- illustrated below the arrow in the center of the picture.
The text of tablet VA-243 simply reads “you are my servant.”
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Above is a close-up of tablet VA-243 with the names of all known planets superimposed over the solar system illustrated by the ancient Sumerians. We note that
there is a perfect match!
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Appendix B:

Above: Pieter Brueghel the Elder’s depiction of “The Tower of Babel” 1563
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Above: the European parliament building
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